ILLUMINATIAM - The First Testament Of The Illuminati

Hope is in the distance. The age of War is coming to an end. Terrors that have plagued humanity for millennia will soon be obsolete and forgotten.

From your first breath, you were trained to respond to your cues. You are inoculated by omnipresent energy waves being broadcast from screens and phones and devices you can never fully avoid.

Our messages are broadcast on spectrums only detectible by your subconscious mind, allowing us to gently influence your decisions and choices, and even those of people in entire cities and countries at once.

By flooding the planet with false information and leaking incorrect data to those who investigate us, we are able to maintain our anonymity in the mists of confusion.

They helped develop email, text messaging, social media, so that they can monitor and track people, and know if they are dangerous to society.

They control the computer systems and the operating systems, which all report information to them, for corporations, and individuals. This includes personal computers.

Every computer, phone, or communications tool is a device used to gather information about you.

They created Facebook, to collect data on citizens of interest. They copy every picture, tag faces.

Cloud storage allows them to scan your phone backup and your computer backup.

IF THERE IS NO GUILT, THERE IS NO REASON TO HIDE.

The technology in use by private citizens is already 20 years behind that of the military, and theirs is 50 years behind what has already been developed in their laboratories.

They know of the worst mistake and the worst sins ever committed by everyone in power.

The Illuminate has withheld major technology discoveries and hindered the development of ideas that are key to your future. These have no place in an age of war. (their wars)

But all will change. Soon the technology we have reserved will be made available.

In a short time, your scientists will discover an energy source hidden in the air of your planet that has gone undetected for the entirety of your species. (Tesla’s technology, which they stole and hid)

This discover will send a tremor through societies that are built upon the need to survive. When energy and communication are easily available to all, and in unlimited supply, the world can function without the need for one country to invade another simply to fill the needs of its people.

Devices to alter the weather of this planet have already been developed. When every space of your planet can be atmospherically altered to maintain the highest quality of life, there will be room for all people to live and thrive.

Fear nothing that lies ahead, nor the bursting sounds that echo across your red horizons. This is the sign that help is on the way.

THE BEST DEFENSE IS AN ENEMY WHO DOES NOT KNOW YOU EXIST.